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About This Game

The hit mobile game, Zombie Cubes, finally comes to PC!

In a round world, far from our own, a outbreak have occurred that makes everyone into cubes! You are one of the few
lucky/unlucky survivors left and you have to fight for your own survival.

Game Features:
*Fight wave after wave to get the best time and highest score! Compete against your friends!

*Progress through the maps to fight bosses and find secret stuff that will help you!
*PowerUps that will aid you through your survival!

*Upgrade your weapons through your favorite vending machine, Up-A-Grade!
*Craft traps to place around the maps to gain an advantage against the Zombie Cubes!

*Play multiplayer with friends over a LAN or the internet! Crossplay between PC and Android is also supported!
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I loved this game on moblie and I'm so glad it got ported on to PC. I feel like this game has a lot of potential and a very bright
future as long as you (mayoninja) stay focused on making updates and don't disappear again. Some possible suggetions for
future updates: A more simpler way to play online (without opening your port or whatever), a level editor (I pretty sure everyone
wants an editor!), and a more complex crafting system (it's very basic but could be cooler). Anyway keep going man, I'll be here
through the whole lifespan of the game!. Fantastic game!

It's a simple zombie survival game where you rack up points from kills to spend on weapons, doors, and powerups. There's a lot
of variety when it comes to zombie types and weapons. Each map also has puzzles and a boss to defeat at some point, which
gives the game more depth other than "just survive". After each game, you gain skill points to upgrade your character and shop
points to spend on character skins.

I loved the game on mobile, and I love it on pc. I can't wait to see what else you add to the game.
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